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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Great Wall Chinese from Melbourne. Currently, there are 18
meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Great Wall Chinese:
I thought all Chinese restaurants were the same, but I was wrong. After ordering to be Chinese from several
places on top and disappointed, I decided to order and pick up from this place. My family will not order from

anywhere now. the quality, kindness and service is about 10. definitely recommended. read more. What User
doesn't like about Great Wall Chinese:

If I could give this restaurant a zero stars I would. I ordered bourbon chicken today as a takeout order along with
other dishes for my family. The chicken was NOT freshly made, it was warmed over chicken with that ?obvious

gamey taste? of chicken that was made days before. I am veeery familiar with this flavor. I immediately called the
proprietor and he bold face lied to me telling me it was fresh and would not refu... read more. If you're hungry for
some fiery South American culinary arts, this is the place to be: tasty meals, cooked with fish, seafood delicacies,
and meat, but also corn, beans, and potatoes are in the menu, and you can try fine American meals like Burger

or Barbecue. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Great Wall Chinese. Anyone who finds the
usual and generally known dishes too ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some

exciting combination of ingredients enjoy, and you can look forward to the tasty traditional seafood cuisine.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Sid� dishe�
MIXED VEGETABLES

For th� smal� hunger
EGG ROLL

Mai� Cours�
MONGOLIAN BEEF

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Soup
HOT AND SOUR SOUP

WONTON SOUP

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SOUP

NOODLES

LOBSTER

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMP

BEEF

EGG

WHITE RICE

VEGETABLES

CHICKEN

SHRIMPS
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